Photos from the Conference
„Transfer of Scientific and Technical Knowledge between Europe and China during the Early Modern Period“

Sino-German Center for Research Promotion
Beijing, March 30 – April 1, 2019

Lectures – First Day

Start of the conference

Hans Ulrich Vogel welcome address
Zhang Baichun welcome address

Helwig Schmidt-Glintzer lecturing
Thomas Zimmer lecturing

Coffee break
Hsü Kuang-tai lecturing

Claudia von Collani lecturing
Li Liang lecturing

Thierry Meynard lecturing
Chen Zhihui lecturing

Yang Aidong lecturing
Alexander Jost commenting

Christine Moll-Murata commenting
Lectures – Second Day

Start of the lectures

Friedrich Naumann lecturing
Alexander Jost lecturing

Cao Jin lecturing
Han Qi commenting

Gong Yingyan lecturing
Sun Chengsheng lecturing

Chen Xinyu announcing Zhalan guided tour
Lectures – Third Day

Yin Xiaodong lecturing

Impressions from the conference
Zheng Cheng lecturing

Tian Miao lecturing
The audience at the SGCMP

Public Panel at the National Library of China, Wenjin Building

In the conference room
Hans Ulrich Vogel welcome address at public panel

Zhang Baichun lecturing
Shi Yunli lecturing

Karel Davids lecturing
Concluding discussion of the public panel

Cao Jin and Sabine Kink in front of the old National Library
Exhibition National Library

Zhao Daying explaining the holdings

Katrin Buchholz and Zhao Daying
Xiao Yunhong, Zhang Baichun, Thierry Meynard, Zhao Daying, Claudia von Collani, Yin Xiaodong, Cao Jin (left to right)

Han Qi and Gong Yingyan browsing old maps
Keen interest in the rare books from Europe

Friedrich Naumann inspecting Agricola’s *De re metallica*
Group Photos

Before the group photo in the SGRP

Group photo in the SGRP
Group photo in front of the old National Library

In front of the Zhalan Cemetery
In the courtyard of the Beijing Administrative College

Excursions – Beihai Park

Evening walk in the park
Excursions – Zhalan Cemetery

Hans Ulrich Vogel in front of the Zhalan Cemetery

Entering the cemetery
Tombstone of Adam Schall von Bell

Chen Xinyu explaining an inscription to Cao Jin and Hans Ulrich Vogel
Excursions - Old Observatory

Sightseeing in a cheerful atmosphere

Old instruments in modern setting
Dragon head adornment

Watching a sundial
Logistics

Dinner in the Holiday Inn

Christine Moll-Murata and Eva Chen
ECCS logistics

In the canteen of the National Library
Iwo Amelung and Zhang Xiucheng (Collaborator of the ECCS) in the canteen of the NL Administrative College.
Farewell Dinner

Hans Ulrich Vogel and Zhang Baichun

Peking duck meal
A toast to the success of the conference